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ABSTRACT
In this work we analyze the variability in substitution rates in the GP63 gene from Leishmania. By using

a sliding window to estimate substitution rates along the gene, we found that the rate of synonymous
substitutions along the GP63 gene is highly correlated with both the rate of amino acid substitution
and codon bias. Furthermore, we show that comparisons involving genes that represent independent
phylogenetic lines yield very similar divergence/conservation patterns, thus suggesting that deterministic
forces (i.e., nonstochastic forces such as selection) generated these patterns. We present evidence indicating
that the variability in substitution rates is unambiguously related to functionally relevant features. In
particular, there is a clear relationship between rates and the tertiary structure of the encoded protein
since all divergent segments are located on the surface of the molecule and facing one side (almost
parallel to the cell membrane) on the exposed surface of the organism. Remarkably, the protein segments
encoded by these variable regions encircle the active site in a funnel-like distribution. These results strongly
suggest that the pattern of nucleotide divergence and, notably, of synonymous divergence is affected by
functional constraints.

SYNONYMOUS (silent) substitution rates vary that in highly expressed genes, selection for maintaining
optimal codons tends to lower their synonymous rates.greatly among different genes of a given species (Li

et al. 1985; Bernardi et al. 1993; Wolfe and Sharp Several authors reported that synonymous and non-
synonymous rates are correlated in genes of mammals1993). This disparity in synonymous rates has been visu-

alized as the result of variation in the rate and pattern (Fitch 1980; Graur 1985; Li et al. 1985; Wolfe and
Sharp 1993; Mouchiroud et al. 1995), bacteria (Sharpof mutation among different regions of the genome
and Li 1987a; de Miranda et al. 1999), and Drosophila(Wolfe et al. 1989), differences of base composition
(Comeron and Kreitman 1998). Several alternative(Moriyama and Gojobori 1992; Bernardi et al. 1993)
hypotheses have been advanced to explain this correla-and of selection for codon usage. Indeed, the rate of
tion. One of them is that a systematic variation in thesynonymous substitutions is inversely proportional to
mutation rates in different regions of the genome isthe strength of codon bias in genes from enterobacteria
responsible for the variability in substitution rates and(Sharp and Li 1987a), Drosophila (Sharp and Li 1989)
that this variability would be the cause of the correlationCaenorhabditis (Stenico et al. 1994), and Mycobacte-
between synonymous and nonsynonymous distancesrium (de Miranda et al. 2000). This relationship be-
(Wolfe et al. 1989). However, Ohta and Ina (1995)tween synonymous rates and codon biases is postulated
have shown that even under the assumption that theto depend upon selection for increasing the efficiency
variability in synonymous rates reflects the underlyingof translation. Two lines of evidence support this hy-
variation in mutation rates, the expected correlationpothesis. First, highly expressed genes exhibit higher
coefficient would be much lower (one-half) than thecodon biases (Gouy and Gautier 1982) and lower syn-
observed values. In addition, Ina (1995) has presentedonymous rates than do genes expressed at lower levels.
evidence showing that the correlation could only beAnd second, the preferred codons in highly expressed
explained by this mutationist hypothesis if the variationgenes (optimal codons) of Escherichia coli (Ikemura
in the mutation rate were correlated with functional1981), Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Bennetzen and Hall
constraints (i.e., constrained amino acids tend to mutate1982; Ikemura 1982), and Drosophila are recognized by
less). An alternative mutationist hypothesis has beenthe most abundant tRNAs. Therefore it is to be expected
proposed by Wolfe and Sharp (1993). These authors
suggested that the correlation could arise as a result of
the fixation of doublet mutations, that is, those muta-
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contribute to the correlation, since approximately 47% a strong negative correlation was observed for the gene
encoding the large subunit of RNA polymerase II (Llo-of them produce at the same time a synonymous and

a nonsynonymous change. However, strong evidence part and Aguadé 1999).
Smith and Hurst (1998) have proposed a mutationisthas been presented against this hypothesis. In the first

place, Mouchiroud et al. (1995) have shown that in hypothesis to explain the variability in substitution rates
at the intragenic level. According to these authors thegenes from mammals the correlation under consider-

ation remains rather high and statistically significant distribution of conserved and divergent regions along
the gene would reflect the distribution of mutationaleven after removing from the alignments those codons

that underwent substitutions in adjacent positions (and hotspots, in particular CpG dinucleotides. However, fur-
ther evidence supporting the common constraint hy-that are thus putatively derived from doublet muta-

tions). This hypothesis also has been rejected for Dro- pothesis to explain the correlation at the intragenic
level was recently presented by our group (Chiusanosophila genes on the basis that the synonymous distances

at the third codon position, K s 3, are not correlated with et al. 1999). We found that in genes from mammals, the
secondary structure of proteins affects both the substitu-the nonsynonymous distances at the first codon posi-

tion, K a1 (Comeron and Kreitman 1998). tion rates and the base composition at the third position
of codons. In this regard, it is worth mentioning thatAs an alternative to these mutationist hypotheses, two

different selectionist hypotheses have been proposed. in regions predicted to be a-helix, b-sheet, or coil, the
rates of both synonymous and nonsynonymous substitu-Mouchiroud et al. (1995) suggested that similar con-

straints (i.e., negative selection) acting on synonymous tions are significantly different. This suggests that differ-
ent selective constraints associated with the differentand nonsynonymous mutations could be responsible

for the correlation. These authors found that the synon- kinds of structures are affecting both synonymous and
nonsynonymous rates in a similar way.ymous rate is gene specific since independent processes

of divergence (human-calf; rat-mouse) produce strongly In this work we have investigated substitution rates at
the intragenic level by analyzing the variation in synony-correlated distances. This hypothesis has been gaining

support from several lines of evidence. Cacciò et al. mous and nonsynonymous substitutions along the cod-
ing sequence of the surface metalloproteinase GP63(1995) reported that in mammalian genes the degree

of synonymous divergence in duet codons is correlated from Leishmania. The genus Leishmania, belonging to
the family Trypanosomatidae, comprises parasitic proto-with that in quartet codons. In addition, Zoubak et al.

(1995) showed that conserved positions (especially in zoa that cause several diseases that affect humans and
other mammals. The life cycle of Leishmania includesGC3-rich genes) exhibit a synonymous base composition

that differs substantially from what would be expected in two stages, promastigotes and amastigotes. The former
are inoculated by the sandfly vector into the host skin.sequences subjected to a random substitution process.

Positive selection has also been proposed as the respon- After inoculation, promastigotes must survive cellular
and humoral immune responses. Finally, promastigotessible factor for the correlation (Lipman and Wilbur

1985). According to this view, a nonsynonymous change are phagocytized by macrophages and transformed into
amastigotes, the obligate intracellular stage. GP63 playscould favor a synonymous substitution from one non-

preferred codon to a more preferred one for those a pivotal role in this process by facilitating phagocytosis
of promastigotes by macrophages (Russell and Wil-cases in which the amino acids involved differ in their

preference at third codon positions. helm 1986; Soteriadou et al. 1992; Puentes et al. 1999)
and by helping them to survive intracellularly in phago-The correlation between synonymous and nonsynony-

mous distances is observed not only when the genes are lysosomes (Chaudhuri et al. 1989). As a result of the
biological and medical importance of the GP63 protein,considered as a whole (i.e., across genes), but also at the

intragenic level (i.e., within genes). We have investigated a considerable amount of information about its se-
quence, function, biochemistry, and structure has accu-the intragenic variability in synonymous and nonsynony-

mous distances in genes from mammals and monocots mulated in the last few years. This provides an excellent
opportunity to conduct an analysis of substitution rates(Alvarez-Valin et al. 1998, 1999). Our results show that

the number of genes displaying significant intragenic and their possible connection with biologically relevant
features of encoded proteins. In particular, we investi-correlation coefficients is much higher than random

expectation. These intragenic correlations can be inter- gated the relationship of the substitution rates along
the gene with the three-dimensional structure of thepreted in terms of a common constraint hypothesis

(negative selection), since this variability in substitution protein. Moreover, to determine whether the intragenic
pattern of divergence was conserved, we performedrates is also related to the synonymous GC level, thus

suggesting a link between amino acid conservation, syn- comparisons of independent processes of divergence.
onymous conservation, and codon usage. Similar analy-
ses involving Drosophila genes yielded contradictory re-

MATERIALS AND METHODSsults. While no intragenic correlation was found
between the synonymous rate and the strength of codon Sequences data set: In this work we analyzed a set of 19 genes

(listed in Table 1) encoding the surface metalloproteinasebiases in the Xdh gene (Comeron and Aguadé 1996),
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was done according to the transition/transversion ratio ob-TABLE 1
served at the third codon positions of quartet codons. Estima-

Leishmania genes analyzed in this work tions done using the modified version of the Nei and Gojobori
method, as well as the original version of this method, give

GenBank Accession results almost identical to those obtained by the Comeron
locus no. Species method.

The codon adaptation index (CAI) of Sharp and Li (1987b)
LEIGP63K L16777 L. guyanensis was used to measure codon biases. CAI was calculated using
LEIGP63N M85203 L. guyanensis the reference set of highly expressed genes presented in Alva-
LEIGP63X L16779 L. guyanensis rez et al. (1994).
LEIGP63Y L16778 L. guyanensis Analyses of protein structure: The crystallographic coordi-
AF037166 AF037166 L. panamensis nates of L. major surface glycoprotein (Schlagenhauf et al.
AF037165 AF037165 L. panamensis 1998; id. code: 1lml) were retrieved from the Protein Data

Bank. Specific residues or regions of the gene were localizedLEIGP63E L46798 L. amazonensis
on the three-dimensional structure of the protein using theLMGP63C1 X64394 L. mexicana
computer program Raswin 2.6 (R. Sayle, Glaxo Wellcome Re-LEIGP63C M80671 L. donovani
search and Development, Stevenage, Hertfordshire, UK).LIGP63 Y08156 L. infantum

AF039721 AF039721 L. major
LMGP63 Y00647 L. major
LEIMSP52A L19563 L. donovani RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
LEIGPAA M60048 L. donovani

Within-gene covariation between synonymous andLEIMSPS4A L19562 L. donovani
LEIGP63B M80669 L. donovani nonsynonymous substitutions: Figure 1 shows the varia-
LIGP63GEN Z83677 L. infantum tion in the rates of synonymous and nonsynonymous
LEIGP63D M80672 L. donovani substitutions within metalloproteinase genes. Each
LEIGP63A M28527 L. donovani value in the graph corresponds to the average, in each

window, of all pairwise distances. The first point that isThe order of genes in this table corresponds with their
order of appearance in the phylogenetic tree presented in evident from this figure is that the rates of nucleotide
Figure 2a. substitutions are not approximately uniform for either

synonymous or nonsynonymous positions. On the con-
trary, there are regions of the gene that are rather well(GP63) of Leishmania. This gene belongs to a multigene fam-
conserved, while other regions are much more diver-ily that has a variable number of members and a different
gent.organization in different Leishmania species (Button et al.

1989). The simplest organization of this multigene family is A second and more striking point is that the profiles
that observed in Leishmania major (from the Old World, pro- of synonymous and nonsynonymous distances exhibit a
ducing cutaneous leishmaniasis) where a cluster of 5 almost strong covariation resulting in a very high correlationidentical gene copies is followed by 2 more divergent genes

coefficient (r 5 0.87, P ≈ 0). This means that those(Button et al. 1989). While in L. donovani this gene family
regions of the gene that are less divergent at the aminopresents an organization similar to that of L. major (Webb et

al. 1991), other species from the same species complex, acid level are also less divergent at the synonymous level,
namely the L. donovani/chagasi/infantum species complex whereas those sectors of the gene that are not conserved
(from the New World, producing visceral leishmaniasis), ex- at the amino acid level are also less conserved at thehibit a much more complicated organization consisting of

synonymous level. Intragenic correlations between syn-three groups of genes arranged in a single cluster. For the
onymous and nonsynonymous distances have alreadycase of L. chagasi, this gene cluster contains 18 genes of which 4

tandem copies are expressed in promastigotes in the stationary been described for mammalian and monocot genes
phase of growth, 12 genes are expressed in the early (logarith-
mic) phase of growth, and 2 genes are constitutively expressed
(Roberts et al. 1993). The organization is even more complex
in L. guyanensis where several gene clusters that are located
in different chromosomes have been described (Steinkraus
et al. 1993).

The sequences were aligned at the amino acid level (trans-
lated sequences) using the multiple alignment program
CLUSTALW (Thompson et al. 1994).

Substitution rate analysis: The substitution rates along the
gene were measured using a sliding window. Pairwise nucleo-
tide distances (synonymous and nonsynonymous) within each
window were estimated by the method of Comeron (1995)
as implemented in the computer program K-estimator. For Figure 1.—Profiles of synonymous (thin line) and nonsyn-

onymous (thick line) distances and codon adaptation indexthose windows where the method was inapplicable (due to
the negative argument of the logarithm), we used the Nei and (dotted line). The window size used was 30 codons, shifting

1 codon at a time. Each window was labeled according to theGojobori method (1986) with the modifications suggested by
Zhang et al. (1998). This modification corrects for transition/ codon falling in the middle so that the first window is assigned

to codon 15. The correlation coefficients were calculated usingtransversion biases and mainly affects the way of counting the
number of synonymous and nonsynonymous sites in the third nonoverlapping windows to ensure the independence of sam-

pling points.codon positions of twofold degenerate codons. The correction
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(Alvarez-Valin et al. 1998, 1999). However, in no case for the three pairs of homologous genes. Figure 2b
shows the variation in the rate of synonymous and non-studied was the correlation as strong as the one observed

in the GP63 gene. synonymous substitutions between sequences 1 and 2,
3 and 4, and 5 and 6, respectively. The similarity amongA third point is that the profile of the CAI has a

pattern of variation that is inverse to those of the substi- the three pairs of profiles is so evident that it can be
appreciated even by visual inspection. A very similartutions. The regions with higher CAI present low substi-

tution rates, while the regions with lower CAI show pattern of variation is obtained in other pairwise com-
parisons with the only exception of those involving cou-higher substitution rates. These covariations are very

significant as indicated by their correlation coefficients ples of genes that are very closely related (data not
shown). These results show that the pattern of conserva-(r 5 20.74, P , 1023 and r 5 20.57, P , 1022, for

synonymous and nonsynonymous substitution rates, re- tion/divergence along the GP63 gene is indeed due to
deterministic forces.spectively). This result indicates that those gene seg-

ments with a lower rate of nucleotide substitutions have Segmental gene conversion and covariation of substi-
tution rates: Owing to the fact that the genes used ina high frequency of optimal codons.

The last point is that the rate of synonymous substitu- this study belong to a multigene family, it is possible
that segmental gene conversion could be responsibletions is extremely low (reaching a value of almost zero in

a few windows) in a segment of 30 amino acids (between for the observed pattern of divergence. Gene conversion
is a process of unidirectional transfer of genetic materialpositions 340 and 370). Moreover, the frequency of

major (translationally optimal) codons is very high in between members of a multigenic family, in which two
homologous sequences interact in such a way that onethis same region. As a consequence the ratio Ka/Ks is

very high (.4). Nonsynonymous distances are clearly becomes identical to the other (Jackson and Fink
1981). Taking into account that, after the occurrencesignificantly higher than synonymous ones for almost all

pairwise comparisons (t -test). Hughes and Nei (1988) of gene conversion, the converted segments of the inter-
acting genes become identical, it is possible that, whenhave proposed that this kind of behavior (Ka/Ks . 1)

may indicate positive selection. However, contrary to we compare two given members of one of these families,
we find patches with very little or no differentiation,what would be expected under positive selection acting

toward increasing amino acid variability, the rate of both at the synonymous and nonsynonymous levels
(these patches correspond to the segments that werenonsynonymous substitutions is much lower in this re-

gion than in many other regions of the gene where converted relatively recently), and patches with greater
differentiation.Ka , Ks. Additional evidence against positive selection

acting on this segment of the gene is that conservative Therefore, segmental gene conversion might pro-
duce an intragenic pattern of nucleotide divergence inamino acid changes are more frequent than radical ones

(14 radical and 27 conservative amino acid substitu- which synonymous and nonsynonymous substitutions
strongly covary. Nevertheless, it is very unlikely that genetions). Note that if selection were favoring diversity at

the protein level, then radical (nonconservative) amino conversion would produce the same or a similar output
(i.e., intragenic pattern of divergence) in independentacid changes will occur with a high frequency (see

Hughes 1994 and references therein). All these ele- evolutionary lineages, unless segmental gene conversion
took place recurrently in the same region of the gene.ments taken together suggest that the effect observed

in this region (Ka . Ks), rather than being explained Therefore, the results presented in the previous section
showing that independent processes of divergence yieldby positive selection at the amino acid level, is due to

purifying selection acting against synonymous changes similar conserved patterns strongly suggest that gene
conversion is not responsible for the observed patterns.to maintain major codons. It is noteworthy that a similar

situation has been recently described in the nef-1 gene The assumption that gene conversion produces differ-
ent patterns of conservation/divergence in indepen-from HIV-1 (Zanotto et al. 1999).

For the purpose of testing if the observed pattern of dent comparisons is based on what has been observed
in the chorion locus from the silkmoth Bombyx mori.divergence is governed by a deterministic force, such

as natural selection, it becomes necessary to analyze This locus contains 15 tandemly arranged gene pairs.
When genes from this locus are compared, patches ofprocesses of divergence between phylogenetically inde-

pendent lineages. Therefore, one should know the evo- high similarity and divergence along the gene are ob-
served. Each individual comparison produces a uniquelutionary relationships among the genes under study,

in order to determine which comparisons are phyloge- pattern of patches with high similarity indicating gene
conversion events. In other words, under gene conver-netically independent. The phylogenetic tree presented

in Figure 2a shows that the processes of divergence sion the spatial distribution of patches with high similar-
ity changes from comparison to comparison (Eickbushbetween the sequences referred to as 1 and 2, 3 and 4,

and 5 and 6 are independent since they do not share and Burke 1985, 1986). It is possible to argue that
contrary to the situation observed in the silkmothany common branch. Consequently, we obtained the

profiles of synonymous and nonsynonymous distances chorion gene family, gene conversion could be deter-



Figure 2.—Comparison of the
conservation/divergence patterns
among phylogenetically indepen-
dent lineages. (a) Phylogenetic
tree depicting the evolutionary re-
lationships among the genes used
in this work. The tree-building
method was the neighbor-joining
method (Saitou and Nei 1987)
from amino acid distances esti-
mated using the Poisson correc-
tion. Numbers near nodes are
bootstrap values (1000 pseudorep-
licates). Each gene is represented
by its GenBank locus name along
with the species symbol, where Lg
stands for L. guyanensis; Lp, L. pa-
namensis; La, L. amazonensis; Lme,
L. mexicana; Lm, L. major; Li, L.
infantum; and Ld, L. donovani. (b)
Profiles of synonymous (dotted
line) and nonsynonymous (contin-
uous line) between the sequences
referred to as 1 and 2, 3 and 4, and
5 and 6 in Figure 2a. The correla-
tion coefficients between the pro-
files of synonymous and nonsynon-
ymous distances (calculated using
nonoverlapping windows) are indi-
cated in each case.
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ministic in the GP63 multigene family. A further step
in the analysis was the comparison of the profiles of
divergence obtained for Leishmania genes with those
obtained for GP63 genes from other Trypanosomatidae.
As gene conversion can occur only between gene copies
in the same genome, it could explain the observed pat-
terns in comparisons between genes from the same spe-
cies. It could, however, also affect those comparisons
involving paralogous genes from closely related species.
The latter possibility remains open because some con-
version events could have taken place in the common
ancestor of two species, and it would still be possible to
detect their footprints if the species under consideration
are not too distant. On the other hand, if in comparisons
involving genes from more distant species we obtain
a similar pattern of conservation/divergence, we can
discard gene conversion as the underlying force since
the genes under consideration were diverging in differ-
ent genomes for the majority of the time.

We obtained the profile of synonymous and nonsyn-
onymous divergence between each Leishmania GP63
gene and the only GP63 gene available in Crithidia fasci-
culata. C. fasciculata is another trypanosomatid that, in
contrast to Leishmania, parasitizes only insects. The av-

Figure 3.—Profiles of synonymous (thin line) and nonsyn-erage profile between Leishmania genes and the C. fasci- onymous (thick line) distances in comparisons involving genes
culata gene (as well as each individual profile) is very from Leishmania and C. fasciculata. (a) Average profiles in-
similar to the average profile obtained for Leishmania cluding Leishmania genes alone. These profiles are similar to

those presented in Figure 1 but the 59 region is absent becausegenes alone (Figure 3; Table 2). That is, those regions
it is not available in C. fasciculata. (b) Profiles of synonymousthat are conserved in the Leishmania/Crithidia profiles
and nonsynonymous distances between Leishmania genes andare also conserved in the profiles from Leishmania the GP63 gene from C. fasciculata. These profiles are the aver-

alone, while the regions that are more divergent in the ages of the pairwise profiles between each gene from Leish-
Leishmania/Crithidia profiles are also more divergent mania and the gene from C. fasciculata.
in the profiles from Leishmania alone. This observation
is almost impossible to reconcile with gene conversion

Smith and Hurst (1998) have suggested that a puta-even if gene conversion were a deterministic process,
tive deterministic force could be the distribution of mu-because the C. fasciculata gene branches off much before
tational hotspots along the gene. Certainly, if the local-the divergence among Leishmania genes (Schlagen-
ization of these mutational hotspots were conservedhauf et al. 1998).
among genes, it is then likely that independent pro-Moreover, comparisons involving GP63 genes from
cesses of divergence would give similar intragenic pat-Trypanosoma brucei lead to similar conclusions. Specifi-

cally, we found that profiles of synonymous and nonsyn-
onymous divergence between two GP63 genes from T. TABLE 2
brucei and also the profile of nonsynonymous distances

Summary of the correlation coefficients between profiles
between T. brucei and Leishmania genes exhibit a very of synonymous and nonsynonymous distances involving
significant correlation with the profiles of synonymous Leishmania species alone and the average profile between
and nonsynonymous distances obtained using only each Leishmania gene and the C. fasciculata gene
Leishmania genes (not shown).

Relationship between the substitution rates and func- Sy-Lei Nsy-Lei Sy-Lei/Cri Nsy-Lei/Cri
tional constraints: The strong correlation between the

Sy-Lei 1 0.8626 0.8613 0.8037intragenic distributions of synonymous and nonsynony-
Nsy-Lei 1 0.7264 0.8231

mous substitutions, distributions that persist when com- Sy-Lei/Cri 1 0.6529
parisons involving independent processes of divergence Nsy-Lei/Cri 1
are considered, indicates that neither the synonymous

Sy-Lei, Nsy-Lei, profiles of synonymous and nonsynonymousnor the nonsynonymous divergence is random in the
distances, respectively, involving Leishmania genes alone. Sy-

GP63 gene. Rather, these results show that deterministic Lei/Cri and Nsy-Lei/Cri, average synonymous and nonsynony-
forces affect both kinds of nucleotide substitutions in a mous profiles between each Leishmania gene and the C. fasci-

culata gene.similar way.
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terns of synonymous differentiation. However, this hy-
pothesis does not predict any relationship between
synonymous and nonsynonymous divergences, contrary
to what is observed in the GP63 gene. Moreover, this
mutationist hypothesis does not predict any relationship
between the substitution rates and features known to
be functionally relevant. It is worth mentioning that
the gene conversion hypothesis does not predict any
relationship between the substitution rates and func-
tionally relevant features either. By contrast, if selection
were the deterministic force at work, variation in substi-
tution rates would be correlated with functionally im-
portant features.

To test these hypotheses, we first analyzed those
amino acid positions directly involved in the catalytic
mechanism. These correspond to residues His264,
Glu265, His268, His334, and Met345 (Macdonald et
al. 1995). As expected, these catalytic residues are fully
conserved at the amino acid level. As far as the synony-
mous changes in these codons are concerned, only
His334 varies while the remaining ones are totally con-
served. Residues located in the neighborhood of cata-
lytic sites show important conservation both at the syn-
onymous and nonsynonymous levels. No drastic amino
acid changes affect these positions, consistent with the
fact that they create the necessary framework for cataly-
sis. Moreover, there is experimental evidence showing
that the tetrapeptide SRYD plays an important role in
parasite-macrophage interaction, very likely as the adhe-
sion site, helping in parasite internalization (Soteria-
dou et al. 1992; Puentes et al. 1999). This segment of
the protein is very conserved both at the amino acid
and at the synonymous level in the corresponding gene.
It must be taken into account, however, that all these
sites represent a very small fraction of the whole mole-
cule and cannot explain by themselves the global pat-
tern of variation already described.

A second element that should be considered, to ex-
plain the patterns of conservation/divergence observed,
is the secondary structure of the protein. We failed to
detect any obvious relationship between the conserva-
tion/divergence pattern and the linear distribution of

Figure 4.—Three different views of the three-dimensionala-helices, coils, or b-strands (not shown). This may seem
structure of the GP63 protein. Divergent regions are repre-to contradict our previous results on mammalian genes
sented by cyan color. The only variable region close to the(Chiusano et al. 1999). However, it should be taken
anchoring site is shown in green. The amino acids composing

into account that a different approach was followed in the catalytic site are represented in green. The Zn atom ap-
that case and that a much larger number of codons pears in red. The membrane anchoring tail is represented

in red. The amino acids that indicate the beginning of thewas analyzed. Indeed, the codons encoding the same
nonresolved segments of the protein (residues Asn407,structural elements were pooled together irrespective
Ala412, Ala498, and Ser505) are indicated to show the locationof their location in the tertiary structure. Moreover,
of these nonresolved segments in the three-dimensional struc-

given that the differences in substitution rates among ture of the protein.
the different kinds of secondary elements are not very
large, they can become evident only when a large num-
ber of codons is used. at the synonymous and nonsynonymous level (i.e., the

peaks of divergence) on the three-dimensional structureTo further investigate any possible relationship be-
tween the structure and nucleotide distances, we local- of GP63 (Figure 4). We found that the distribution

of the variable regions is clearly nonrandom in three-ized those regions of the gene that are more divergent
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CONCLUSIONSdimensional space. In the first place, according to what
would be expected from structural constraints all diver- Two alternative hypotheses have been proposed to
gent segments are located on the surface of the mole- explain the variability in nucleotide substitution rates:
cule, and none of them participates directly in the struc- mutation and selection. In contrasting these hypotheses
tural core of the enzyme. Creighton and Darby (1989) particular attention has been paid to the fact that synon-
pointed out that since structural constraints act on inter- ymous and nonsynonymous substitution rates are corre-
nal amino acid residues that are important for main- lated in genes from different organisms. In this work
taining the folding of a protein, they are expected to we present results that are significant for discriminating
change less than those on the surface. Indeed, Kimura these two hypotheses.
and Ohta (1973) have noted that the rate of amino Here we show that in the gene encoding the GP63
acid substitutions in hemoglobins is about twice as high protein there is a strong intragenic correlation between
at the surface as in buried amino acids. Chothia and the rates of synonymous and nonsynonymous changes.
Lesk (1986) found that an exponential relationship ex- We also show that the patterns of variation in substitu-
ists between changes in surface amino acid residues and tion rates are clearly reproducible, since comparisons
buried ones. As for the particular case of the GP63 performed on independent lines of divergence yield
protein, Schlagenhauf et al. (1998) noted that amino remarkably similar results. On this basis, as well as on
acid variability is correlated with structural flexibility. the basis of comparisons involving other trypanosomatid
Therefore the results obtained for the GP63 protein are species, it is possible to state that only a deterministic
compatible with the idea that the external regions are force may produce such a reproducible pattern, thus
more free to vary due to their lower structural con- ruling out segmental gene conversion as a possible ex-
straints. However, we would like to stress that while planation of this phenomenon.
amino acid substitutions and protein structure have al- The results of different approaches taken to differen-
ready been related, this is the first time that the diver- tiate between mutationist and selectionist hypotheses
gence at both synonymous and nonsynonymous sites is unambiguously favor the latter type of explanation. The
found to be clearly correlated with the protein structure. fact that codon positions known to be functionally rele-

A second and more remarkable observation is that vant (such as those encoding residues that participate
all but one of the variable regions are facing one side in catalytic activity) are fully conserved is in agreement
of the molecule, opposite to the anchoring site, and with the selectionist point of view. More significant yet
thus would be located on the exposed surface of the is the fact that the substitution rates are clearly corre-
organism, almost parallel to the cell membrane. The lated with the three-dimensional structure of the en-
remaining variable region is also on the surface but coded protein. These two observations are impossible
located beside the anchoring site. Most striking, though, to reconcile with a mutationist hypothesis.
is the fact that these surface variable regions create a The common constraint hypothesis (negative selec-
kind of “funnel” that ends up at the active site (Figure tion) proposed by Mouchiroud et al. (1995) may ex-
4b). Two small segments of the protein (residues 408– plain the variability in synonymous and nonsynonymous
411 and 499–504) were not resolved in the crystallo- substitution rates as well as the correlation between
graphic analysis due to their weak electron density these rates. Under this hypothesis, the divergent regions
(Schlagenhauf et al. 1998). These nonresolved seg- would be less constrained from the functional stand-
ments are a part of the variable regions. In spite of this point and consequently they are expected to be more
lack of information it is still possible to see in Figure 4 free to vary. The correlation would be caused by com-
that these variable regions also lie on the upper external mon constraints affecting both synonymous and nonsyn-
surface of the molecule. In summary, it can be stated onymous changes. The constraining force could be
that nucleotide divergence and protein tertiary struc- translational accuracy, since this force may affect synony-
ture are clearly related in GP63 proteins. mous variation on constrained amino acids in order to

An interesting aspect that deserves to be mentioned is maintain a strong codon bias. In this regard it is worth
that some of the variable regions coincide with segments mentioning that evidence has been presented showing
that have been indicated as relevant in eliciting immu- that functionally important amino acids tend to be pref-
nological responses. In effect, sera from dogs infected by erentially encoded by major codons, a preference that
L. infantum recognize preferentially one of the variable has been attributed to the reduction of error rates dur-
regions located toward the carboxyl end of the GP63 ing peptide elongation (Akashi 1994). Moreover, there
protein (Morales et al. 1997). Moreover, the same re- is experimental evidence showing that in E. coli genes
gion is reported to induce lymphocytic responses of the replacement of an optimal codon by a minor (synon-
the Th1 type (involved in cellular immunity) in mice ymous) one produces an almost 10-fold increase in the
(Soares et al. 1994) and also to produce high levels of rate of translational errors at the amino acid where the
gamma interferon in humans affected by leishmaniasis replacement occurred (Precup and Parker 1987). As

a consequence, in those regions of the gene that are(Russo et al. 1993).
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random frequency patterns of synonymous substitutions in ho-conserved at the amino acid level (i.e., encoding puta-
mologous mammalian genes. J. Mol. Evol. 40: 280–292.

tively important amino acids), one would expect conser- Chaudhuri, G., M. Chaudhuri, A. Pan and K. P. Chang, 1989 Sur-
face acid proteinase (gp63) of Leishmania mexicana. A metalloen-vation of translational optimal codons resulting in turn
zyme capable of protecting liposome-encapsulated proteins fromin lower synonymous rates. This hypothesis is in keeping
phagolysosomal degradation by macrophages. J. Biol. Chem. 264:

with our results since in the GP63 gene conserved re- 7483–7489.
Chiusano, M. L., G. D’Onofrio, F. Alvarez-Valin, K. Jabbari, G.gions also exhibit a higher frequency of translationally

Colonna et al., 1999 Correlations of nucleotide substitutionoptimal codons.
rates and base composition of mammalian coding sequences with

It is difficult, however, to explain, on the basis of protein structure. Gene 238: 23–31.
Chothia, C., and A. M. Lesk, 1986 The relation between the diver-negative selection as dictated by structural constraints,

gence of sequence and structure in proteins. EMBO J. 5: 823–826.why, among the external regions, those located around
Comeron, J., and M. Aguadé, 1996 Synonymous substitutions in

the active site are the most variable. One possible expla- the Xdh gene of Drosophila: heterogeneous distribution along
the coding region. Genetics 144: 1053–1062.nation is that the lateral external regions of the protein

Comeron, J. M., 1995 A method for the number of synonymousparticipate in side-to-side interactions with other mem-
and nonsynonymous substitutions per site. J. Mol. Evol. 41: 1152–

brane proteins or with other molecules, and therefore 1159.
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actions. In particular, it is likely that these regions partic- de Miranda, A. B., F. Alvarez-Valin, K. Jabbari, W. M. Degrave
and G. Bernardi, 2000 Gene expression, amino acid conserva-ipate in the docking of different protein substrates.
tion and hydrophobicity are the main factors shaping codonConsequently the different variants might represent en- preferences in Mycobacterium tuberculosis and Mycobacterium leprae.

zymes exhibiting variable substrate affinities. In this re- J. Mol. Evol. 50: 45–55.
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